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Circularly polarized-thermally activated delayed
fluorescent materials based on chiral bicarbazole
donors†

Laurélie Poulard,a Sitthichok Kasemthaveechok, b Max Coehlo,a

Ramar Arun Kumar,ac Lucas Frédéric,a Patthira Sumsalee,b Timothée d’Anfray,a

Sen Wu,d Jingxiang Wang,d Tomas Matulaitis,d Jeanne Crassous, b

Eli Zysman-Colman, d Ludovic Favereau *b and Grégory Pieters *a

We describe herein a molecular design to generate circularly

polarized thermally activated delayed fluorescence emitters in

which chiral bicarbazole donors are connected to acceptor units

via a rigid 8-membered cycle and how the nature of the donor and

acceptor units affect the photophysical and chiroptical properties.

The design of circularly polarized (CP) emitters has recently
attracted significant attention owing to the potential to exploit
CP-light in different domains, ranging from chiroptoelectronics
such as CP-organic light-emitting diodes (CP-OLEDs) and opti-
cal information processing, to bio-imaging or chiral sensing.1

In this context and despite their theoretically low luminescence
dissymmetry factors, glum, chiral organic luminophores have
emerged into the spotlight. This interest is notably due to the
ease with which their optoelectronic properties can be tuned
and how processable they are compared to chiral lanthanoid
and transition metal-based complexes.2 In particular, the devel-
opment of molecular designs merging CP luminescence and
thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) has evoked
strong interest due to the potential of these materials to
enhance the efficiency of OLED displays.3 Currently, two main
strategies have been investigated in the design of CP-TADF
emitters based on either: (i) inherently chiral TADF chromo-
phore, in which the chiral element is electronically involved in
the emissive excited state4 or; (ii) the use of a peripheral chiral
element that is not directly involved in the emissive excited

state but is essential to induce the chiroptical properties.5

Following this second approach, some of us have pioneered
the design of CP-TADF emitters using BINOL as a chiral
perturbation unit (Fig. 1).5b,f This design has been largely
employed to develop CP-TADF molecules displaying promising
chiroptical properties, with glum reaching 2.0 � 10�3 in
solution,5b or integrated within CP-OLEDs with high external
quantum efficiency.5c Nevertheless, designing inherently chiral
TADF emitters remains the strategy of choice for reaching high
intensity of chiroptical properties, as highlighted by the recent
works from the Chen group who showed that using a biaryl
atropisomer acceptor with carbazole donor units afforded an
emitter with glum = 5.0 � 10�3 in toluene solution (Fig. 1, top
middle).4d,e

Fig. 1 Top: Selected molecular designs of reported CP-TADF emitters,
and bottom: structures of the reported CP-TADF emitters based on
bicarbazole atropoisomers compared to the ones described in this work.
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In line with the recent results of Zhou, Zheng and Zuo et al.,
who reported the use of chiral donor N,N 0-diphenyl-[1,1 0-
binaphthalene]-2,2 0-diamine (BAM, Fig. 1),4c we surmised that
chiral bicarbazole units within rigid donor–acceptor systems
may result in an alternative molecular design to merge CPL and
TADF properties. In this context, 9,90-dimethyl-9H,90H-[4,40-
bicarbazole]-3,3 0-diol (B1) derivatives have been used to develop
the first TADF exciplexes and to synthesize axial/helical TADF
emitters displaying interesting modulation of their chiroptical
properties depending on the solvent polarity (Fig. 1 bottom).5

In this communication, we report the synthesis, photophysical
and chiroptical properties of three chiral emitters, B1TPNF2,
B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2, containing C2-symmetric bicarbazole
(B1 and 3,30,9,90-tetramethyl-9H,90H-[1,10-bicarbazole]-2,20-diol
(B2)) electron-donor systems that are coupled with either
difluoroterephthalonitrile or difluorocyanopyridine as
electron-accepting units. These compounds display CP-TADF
with |glum| values up to 2.0 � 10�3 and very small singlet triplet
energy gaps (DEST). In terms of molecular design, the chiral
donor part and the acceptor units are connected via a rigid 8-
membered cycle with oxygen atoms (Fig. 1), which is expected
to facilitate the spatial separation of the frontier molecular
orbitals. Interestingly, the nature of the bicarbazole isomer, at
either the 1- or the 4-carbazole position, also strongly affects
the photophysical and chiroptical properties of the com-
pounds, with more than a two-fold difference of both the
measured |glum| and photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY)
values, providing new insights for the design of improved CP-
TADF emitters.

We started our study by performing DFT calculations (M06-
2X/6-311G(d,p) in DCM) to evaluate the degree of overlap
between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of each of
B1TPNF2, B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2. As depicted in Fig. 2A, the
three compounds show spatially well separated HOMO and
LUMO, which are localized on the bicarbazole donor and the
acceptor fragments, respectively. Such a weak frontier orbitals
overlap is likely to induce small DEST in these molecules, which
is of high importance to facilitate an efficient intersystem
crossing and TADF activity.7 The synthesis of the target com-
pounds firstly involves the preparation of the two bicarbazole

B1 and B2, implying successively the formation of the carbazole
fragment and a dimerization reaction at either the 1- or the 4-
carbazole positions to afford both chiral donor units.8 Whereas
an optimized synthesis of B1 was recently reported,6 the pre-
paration of B2 has been revisited (Fig. 2B) in order to increase
the overall yield of this promising chiral building block. This
new route involves a Buchwald–Hartwig coupling reaction
between 1 and 2 in 91% yield, followed by an intramolecular
cyclization to afford 4 in 87% yield. After demethylation with
BBr3, 5 was engaged in an oxidative coupling reaction using
VO(acac)2 as the catalyst to afford B2, in 61% yield. B1TPNF2,
B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2 were then each obtained through a
nucleophilic aromatic substitution involving the corresponding
bicarbazole derivatives and 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoroterephthalonitrile
or 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-4-pyridinecarbonitrile as electrophiles.
Preparative chiral supercritical fluid chromatography of
B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2 afforded the corresponding enantio-
mers, with ee up to 99% (Fig. S20 and S21, ESI†) while
enantiomers of B1TPNF2 were directly obtained using enantio-
pure (R) and (S)-B1 in the SNAr reaction. The absorption spectra
of the three molecules in dichloromethane (DCM) solution
display a globally similar profile (Fig. S24–S26, ESI†), with two
main bands in the higher energy part of the spectra (between
250–300 nm, e B 15.0–40.0 � 103 M�1 cm�1), and a lower
energy set of bands between 320 and 360 nm (e B 5.0–10.0 �
103 M�1 cm�1). Both B1TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2 display two
distinguishable absorption bands at around 330 and 360 nm
(e B 5.0–10.0 � 103 M�1 cm�1, Fig. 3), while B2TPNF2 shows
only one main band at 340 nm with a weak low energy broad
tail that extends until 425 nm (e B 1.0 � 103 M�1 cm�1 at
400 nm). For each compound, these bands can be attributed to
a mixture of bicarbazole-based p–p* locally excited (LE) and
intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) transitions, namely from
the bicarbazole unit to the difluoroterephthalonitrile or
difluoro-4-pyridinecarbonitrile unit for the low energy band
(Fig. S22–S26, ESI†). Further insight in the differences observed
between the LE and ICT in the absorption spectra of the
compounds can be further obtained by TD-DFT calculations
(M06-2X/6-311G(d,p) in DCM, Fig. S59–S61 and S64, ESI†).
While for B2TPNF2, the S0-1 excitation can be assigned to an
almost pure ICT character implying mainly the HOMO–LUMO

Fig. 2 (A) Isosurfaces (isovalue 0.02) of HOMO (bottom) and LUMO (top) for B1TPNF2, B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2; (B) new synthetic pathway developed
for B2 and (C) synthesis of B1TPNF2, B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2.
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transition (95%) with a minor LE contribution from the bicar-
bazole donor moiety (2%), the latter becomes more pronounced
for both B1TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2, decreasing the contribution
of the HOMO�LUMO transition (90% and 81% for B1TPNF2

and B2CNPyrF2, respectively). B1TPNF2 and B2TPNF2 can be
considered as ‘‘donor–acceptor isomers’’, while B2CNPyrF2

bears a weaker electron acceptor CNPyrF2 but the same bicar-
bazole donor, thus it is expected that the three compounds will
show a similar oxidation behaviour while B2CNPyrF2 will show
a cathodically shifted reduction potential. While the electro-
chemical behaviour reveals an expected cathodically shifted
reduction potential of �1.70 V for B2CNPyrF2 compared to ca.
�1.40 V recorded for B2TPNF2 and B1TPNF2, the latter com-
pound displays a 180 mV higher oxidation potential than the B2

donor-based compounds (Fig. S33 and S34, ESI†), arising
presumably from the relative para- and meta-connection of
the oxygen atoms to the nitrogen ones on the carbazolyl
moieties. The corresponding estimated HOMO and LUMO
energies are �5.69/�2.99, �5.51/�2.88 and �5.55/�2.64 eV
for B1TPNF, B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2, respectively. Further
differences between the two latter compounds are also clearly

evidenced in their corresponding electronic circular dichroism
(ECD) spectra (Fig. 3).

While (S)-B1TPNF2 shows two positive signals at 270 and 305 nm
(De E + 35�40 M�1 cm�1), followed by a broader negative one in
the low energy region (De E �5 M�1 cm�1), (S)-B2TPNF2 and (S)-
B2CNPyrF2 display only positive and negative signals at 290 and
340 nm, respectively, associated with an overall higher intensity
than the bands observed in B1TPNF2. This is notably illustrated by
the calculated dissymmetry factor, gabs, of�2.4 � 10�3 for B2TPNF2

at 340 nm, �0.5 � 10�3 for B2CNPyrF2 at 352 nm and of �1.1 �
10�3 for B1TPNF2 at 360 nm. We next investigated the emission
properties of these chiral emitters in toluene solution. All of them
show a broad luminescence, typical of a charge transfer emission
process, with lmax at 529, 530 nm and 492 nm for B1TPNF2,
B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2, respectively (Fig. 3 and Fig. S30–S32,
ESI†). The measured optical gaps, determined at the intersection
of the normalized absorption and emission spectra, of 3.03, 2.94
and 2.86 eV for B2CNPyrF2, B1TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2 fully confirm
the trend observed in the UV-vis absorption spectra and electro-
chemistry measurements, with an expected impact of the electron
accepting unit between B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2, and a noticeable

Fig. 3 Top: ECD and UV-vis (dashed line) spectra of B1TPNF2, B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2 measured in DCM at 298 K (B10�5 M), and bottom: glum = f (l)
curves in toluene (C = 10�4 M) for B1TPNF2, B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2 (blue and red lines for (R)- and (S)-enantiomers respectively).

Table 1 Photophysical properties of the CP-TADF emitters

Compound labs
a (nm) lem

a (nm) PLQYa (air/Ar) in % tPL (PF in ns/DF in ms) DEST
c (eV) H/Ld (eV)

B1TPNF2 363 529 5/11 10.1a/0.78a 0.00 �5.69/�2.99
B2TPNF2 341 530a/527b 11/29 60.2a (69.4)b/0.953a (2.17)b 0.00 �5.51/�2.88
B2CNPyrF2 358 492a/488b 9/23 49.0a (54.1)b/0.569a (1.84)b 0.22 �5.55/�2.64

a Measured in toluene solutions. b In 1 wt% doped mCP films (lexc = 379 nm). c In 2-MeTHF glass at 77 K (lexc = 360 nm). d Measured by CV (in
DCM).
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effect of the bicarbazole donor on the CT character of the low energy
transition between B2TPNF2 and B1TPNF2. The three chiral emitters
showed TADF, as evidenced by the bi-exponential decay recorded in
degassed toluene solution, including the presence of a temperature-
dependent sub-microsecond lifetime component (Table 1 and
Fig. S35–S43, Table S1 for the rate constants, ESI†). Moreover,
near-zero values of DEST were measured for B1TPNF2 and B2TPNF2,
while that for B2CNPyrF2 was slightly higher (0.22 eV) in 2-MeTHF
glass at 77 K (Fig. S46–S48, ESI†). These experimental values were
confirmed with theoretical calculations with calculated DEST of 0.02,
0.02 and 0.05 eV for B1TPNF2, B2TPNF2 and B2CNPyrF2, respectively
(PBE0/6-311G(d,p) level of theory, see Fig. S62, ESI†). Interestingly,
B2TPNF2 displays higher PLQYs both in aerated and degassed
toluene solutions (0.11 and 0.29, respectively) than B1TPNF2 (0.05
and 0.11), unambiguously highlighting the impact of the nature of
the chiral donor on the photophysical properties. B2CNPyrF2, bear-
ing the same donor, possesses a similar PLQY value of 0.23 as that
for B2TPNF2. The obtained mirror-image CPL responses in toluene
solutions display |glum| of 0.7 � 10�3 for B1TPNF2, 2.0 � 10�3 for
B2TPNF2, and 0.8 � 10�3 for B2CNPyrF2, with similar maxima to
their corresponding emission spectra. Theoretically, glum value can
be approximated using the following formula glum = 4 cosy(mm/me)
where me and mm are the electric and magnetic transition dipole
moments (for the S1-0 transition) respectively and y, the angle
between them. As suggested by the TD-DFT calculations (M06-2X/
6-311G(d,p) in toluene, see ESI,† Page 56), the higher value of glum

measured for B2TPNF2 compared to B1TPNF2 can be rationalized by
a more favorable relative orientation of mm and me whereas using
CNPyrF2 as the acceptor has a detrimental impact both on the
amplitude of mm and cosy.

This communication reports a molecular design to generate
CP-TADF emitters using axially chiral bicarbazoles as donor
and terephthalonitrile or cyanopyridine as acceptor. In the
context of TADF molecular design, these results show that the
arrangement of donor and acceptor units, separated by oxygen
atoms in a rigid 8-membered ring can resulted in a near-zero
DEST. In terms of chiroptical and photophysical properties, the
use of B2 as chiral donor was found to be beneficial and the
origin of these enhancements have been explained by TD-DFT
calculations. These results further highlight the importance of
structure/properties relationship studies to guide the design of
CPL emitters and may help to establish new molecular guide-
lines for the design of more efficient (CP-)TADF emitters.
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